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About IFA Institutional

IFA Quick Facts 
As of 12/31/2022

• Registered Investment Adviser

• Founded 1999

• Headquartered in Irvine, CA

• $4.41 Billion AUM

• 2,430+ clients 

IFA Institutional provides fee-only investment 

advice to endowments, foundations, corporate 

pension and retirement plans, public pensions and 

Taft-Hartley plans. IFA Institutional’s professional 

investment management services fully implement 

the tenets of fiduciary prudence and Modern 

Portfolio Theory.  

IFA Institutional begins by educating investment 

committees and plan trustees regarding the 

intrinsic relationship between risk, return, time and 

diversification. This meaningful education enables 

committee members and plan sponsors to make 

informed investment decisions for plan assets that 

are in keeping with fiduciary prudence, mitigating 

liability concerns.

IFA Institutional matches institutions with portfolios 

by carefully measuring risk capacity and risk 

exposure, providing the ability to earn optimal risk-

adjusted returns. IFA Institutional assists clients in 

the creation, purchase, and rebalancing of portfolios 

comprised of risk-calibrated and globally diversified 

blends of passively managed index funds. 

Extensive research shows that active management 

and fund speculation lead to increased expenses 

that have shown to negatively impact returns over 

time, while adding excessive and unrewarded risk. 

Hundreds of peer-reviewed academic studies 

and more than 95 years of risk and return data 

support IFA Institutional’s passive strategy that 

controls costs and replaces speculation with risk-

optimization and global diversification.  
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     Clients of IFA Institutional Benefit from:

• Risk-Appropriate Investing Strategy  implemented by an ERISA Section 3(38) fiduciary in accordance 

with the Prudent Investor Rule, protecting stewards from fiduciary liability 

• Clearly Defined Risk Capacity Quantification, measuring key elements critical to risk-appropriate investing 

• Globally Diversified Index Portfolios that are transparent and designed to manage costs and risk 

• A Prudent Process for Managing Plan Assets that eliminates conflicts of interest 

• Expected Risk and Returns Data based on more than 95 years of history with 600 months of monthly 

rolling period data that spans the most recent 50 years   

• Extensive and Ongoing Education on the Science of Investing, fostering investor temperance that has 

shown to yield higher risk-adjusted returns over time 

• Ongoing Portfolio Management that maintains a consistent and appropriate risk exposure through 

rebalancing and Risk Capacity review 

• Clear and Timely Reporting, enabling fiduciary stewards to assess performance and portfolio activity 

since and for various time periods in between

This institutional brochure provides a brief overview of IFA’s 12-Step Program for Institutional Investors 

which comprehensively reveals the pitfalls of active investing, as well as a sound investment approach that 

relies on science, not speculation.
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IFA Institutional is a division of Index Funds Advisors, Inc. 

(IFA), a fee-only independent financial adviser, registered 

with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), 

see ifa.com for more details. IFA is headquartered in Irvine, 

California, with offices in Irvine, California and Austin, 

Texas. To contact IFA Institutional, please call 888-643-

3133, or visit ifa.com for more information.
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A highly analytical fiduciary investment 
committee that establishes investment policy, 
strategy, process, selection, and monitoring of 
investments, as well as development of Risk-
based and Target Date managed portfolio 
implementations that effectively fulfill an 
Outsourced Chief Investment Officer (CIO) 
role for those who have interest in alleviating the 
roles and responsibilities of internal boards and 
committees

A cross-functional, highly professional Client 
Servicing Team to open accounts, prepare 
documents, navigate the client on-boarding 
process, and assist with withdrawal requests and 
deposits

A highly qualified Portfolio Management Team 
to implement the asset allocation, execute trades, 
rebalance the portfolio, all with careful attention to 
keeping costs as low as possible

An experienced Operations Team focused 
on client communications, back office support, 
IT systems and data protection, accounting, 
compliance and legal 

An experienced Retirement Services Team that 
helps plan sponsors design customized retirement 
plan solutions for all sizes of companies.  The 
retirement plan programs are constructed to 
support the specific needs and objectives of owners 
and plan sponsors – while helping employees 
define a clear path for a successful financial future

Cooperative partnerships with a host of 
Independent Experts and Industry-specific 
Professionals to effectively manage issues such 
as ERISA compliance, custodial account setup 
for multiple accounts and distribution, account 
auditing, record-keeping and valuation for pooled 
assets, estate planning, insurance needs, and more 

How We Work Together For You

IFA Institutional’s Dedicated Wealth Advisors manage and oversee the entire investment process from initial 

discussion through implementation. They provide education about investments, asset allocation, portfolio 

implementation, ongoing monitoring and coordinate a team of professionals. IFA wealth advisors quarterback the 

dedicated investment management and oversight team, including: 

Professional Financial Services
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• Fee-only Fiduciary Advice 

• Dedicated Service Team 

• Establishment of Asset Allocation 

• Account Setup and Maintenance 

• Relationship Management with 
Independent Custodians and 
Service Providers 

• Selection and Monitoring of 
Investments  

• Custom Risk-Based and Target 
Date Index Portfolio Construction 
and Management for both 
Individuals and Institutions 

• Portfolio Management Based on 
Spending Needs and Cash Flows 

• Cash Management: Withdrawals 
& Deposits 

• Automatic Rebalancing 

• Online Client Portal 

• Financial Planning 
 

• Quarterly Performance 
Monitoring Reports (Defined 
Contribution Retirement Plans) 

• Daily Valuations 

• Monthly Performance Reporting

IFA Services
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Prudent Investor Rule
Five basic principles (the bold phrases are taken from Restatement of the Law Third, Trusts: Prudent Investor 

Rule, 1992):

Sound diversification is fundamental to risk management and is, therefore, ordinarily 
required of trustees.  Diversification is a basic tenet of risk management.  Otherwise, portfolios 

would tend to be more volatile while having similar long-term expected returns.

Risk and return are so directly related that trustees have a duty to analyze and make 
conscious decisions concerning the levels of risk appropriate to the purposes, distribution 
requirements, and other circumstances of the trusts they administer.   It is prudent to avoid 

uncompensated or unsystematic risk when possible.  Investment risk should be taken on only when 

it is judged likely to contribute to desirable investment performance for the portfolio as a whole.  The 

level and nature of investment risk should be consistent with the trust’s need, desire, and ability to 

tolerate that risk.

Trustees have a duty to avoid fees, transaction costs and other expenses that are not 
justified by needs and realistic objectives of the trust’s investment program.

The fiduciary duty of impartiality requires a balancing of the elements of return between 
production of income and the protection of purchasing power.  This confirms that a strategy 

which endeavors to generate current income while preserving principal is likely to result in a 

reduction of real income due to inflation.  It is often prudent to invest both for income and for capital 

appreciation, even if it means income alone is inadequate to meet cash flow needs.

Trustees may have a duty as well as having the authority to delegate as prudent investors 
would.  Trustees should exercise due care in selecting investments, concentrating on the most 

relevant predictors of future performance:  fees, diversification and asset class focus.
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Our Fiduciary Obligation
In the investment industry, a fiduciary is obligated 

to act solely in the best interest of the client. 

When choosing a financial advisor, investors and 

investment stewards are best served by working 

with a fiduciary. 

Registered investment advisers (RIA’s) are 

fiduciaries and are held to fiduciary standards by 

the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). 

RIA’s are legally and ethically required to put the 

clients’ needs above their own at all times. An RIA is 

paid solely for their advice, service and investment 

selection and implementation process. 

As an RIA, IFA Institutional implements an investment 

selection and portfolio construction process 

designed to help investors:

• Invest in accordance with their risk capacity.

• Properly allocate assets across a blend of globally. 

diversified index-style mutual funds.

• Maintain a portfolio with appropriate risk exposure.

• Minimize investment costs and taxes.

• Maximize expected return at a given level of risk. 

For non-profit retirement plans such as those 

of colleges, universities, dioceses and religious 

communities, IFA Institutional can work with 

trusted advisors such as consultants, third-party 

administrators and recordkeepers to meet the 

unique fiduciary requirements and investing 

needs of institutions. Collectively, we can bring 

a sophisticated investment and retirement plan 

offering that incorporates the highest level 

of fiduciary protection afforded by law with 

recordkeeping and administration services from 

industry leaders. 

As an ERISA section 3(38) advisor, IFA allows 

employers or retirement plan sponsors to delegate 

responsibility and liability for selecting and 

monitoring a plan’s menu of investment options 

by accepting in writing this important responsibility 

and potential liability. By assuming this fiduciary 

role, IFA can significantly reduce the legwork and 

burden that usually fall upon the plan sponsor.  
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IFA Index Portfolios

Financial markets are efficient

Risk and return are inseparable

Diversification is essential

Structure explains performance

Passive Advisor advantage

Risk & Return
The correlation of risk and return provides investors 

with the opportunity to invest in a targeted asset 

allocation that matches their risk capacity. It is 

important to understand how risk is measured and 

the correlation it has on an expected return.

IFA Index Portfolio Asset Allocation

IFA Index Portfolios
IFA offers 100 Index Portfolios, which are 

individualized and indexed. The Index Portfolios are 

allocated among three broad asset classes: fixed 

income (bonds), U.S. stocks and foreign stocks. The 

stocks are further divided by size and value (book-

to-market ratio).  General asset allocations for 20 of 

these portfolios are presented below. The portfolios 

are labeled 5 through 100 in five-point increments. 

IFA Index Portfolio 5, which has the lowest expected 

risk and return, is tilted toward fixed income with a 

minor investment in stocks. Conversely, IFA Index 

Portfolio 100, which has the highest expected risk 

and return, has no fixed income and the stock 

indexes are tilted toward small and value companies 

in the U.S. and international markets.
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Investment Principles
IFA’s investment philosophy is based on five principles 

that derive from academic research, much of which 

has been recognized with the awarding of the Nobel 

Prize in Economic Sciences:

( For more information on IFA Index Portfolios, visit www.ifa.com/portfolios )

85756555453525155 95

IFA Index Portfolios Higher RiskLower Risk

Stock Funds Bond Funds% %

Evidence-Based Investments, Optimized Returns
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Index Funds: The 12-Step Recovery Program for Active Investors

Resources
As a leading educator on investing, index funds and the world of passive advisory, IFA has developed one of the 

most comprehensive databases of related articles, videos, charts and books. 

2018

Author: Mark Hebner, President Index Fund Advisors, Inc.

Replacing Speculation With An Education 

Step by step, this book reveals the potential land 

mines and pitfalls of investment speculation and 

educates readers on the benefits of investing in 

a globally diversified portfolio of index funds. The 

book is filled with hundreds of unique and colorful 

paintings, charts and graphs portraying historic 

stock market data all the way back to 1928. This 

is a quick, intelligent read and arguably the most 

artistic book ever written on investing.

211 of the latest index funds 
information and news

ARTICLES

309
IFA.TV VIDEOS

6,120 YouTube subscribers of 
the IFA Investment Education 

Destination Channel 

336 ACADEMIC 
RESOURCES

344 QUOTES
Investment 
related quotes

2,585
Financial Books in the IFA Library 

Our extensive library of investment, 
economics and business books

Connecting with 

8,900 Facebook

2,732 Twitter

2,103 LinkedIn

FOLLOWERS

12 STEPS
IFA’s 12-step recovery 

program for active investors
90

CHARTS

IFA INDEX 
PORTFOLIOS 100

Globally diversified index portfolios of 
stocks and bonds with 8 implementations

As of Jan 1, 2023
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